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A book of genuine white magick spells passed down through the generations for love, luck, success
and beauty.Most of the spells in this book require nothing more than a pen, paper and a candle. The
more straightforward and simple the spell the more effective they can be. Magic is in essence all
about intention and will. Use your mind and be creative.ContentsChapter 1: IntroductionChapter 2:
The Full Moon PhaseChapter 3: Enhancing your PowersChapter 4: Basic Love SpellChapter 5:
Apple of my Eye SpellChapter 6: Find your Soul Mate SpellChapter 7: Desirability SpellChapter 8:
Spell to Bring Back a LoverChapter 9: Romance Magnet SpellChapter 10: Confidence Spell Chapter
11: Beauty SpellChapter 12: Spell to Ease a Broken Heart Chapter 13: Basic Good Luck
SpellChapter 14: Seven Days of Luck SpellChapter 15: Breaking a run of bad luckChapter 16: Good
Luck Herb JarChapter 17: Good Luck LocketChapter 18: Exam LuckChapter 19: Witches Lucky
Candle SpellChapter 20: Good Luck Moon SpellChapter 21: Good Luck for OthersChapter 22:
Weaving SuccessChapter 23: Candle Money SpellChapter 24: Success in Finding a JobChapter 25:
Fame SpellChapter 26: Magick Mirror of BeautyChapter 27: Hair Growth SpellChapter 28: Aphrodite
Glamour SpellChapter 29: Spell for Clear SkinChapter 30: Appearance ChangeChapter 31: Bigger
Breasts Spell
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As a witch since 1970, I can tell you with certainty that this is NOT a book of spells. It's just a bunch
of visualizations with some props, basically a lit candle and some poorly rhyming wishes. And be
aware -- there is a world of difference between a mere wish and the invocation of magickal power.
This book is just fake bs with a really cool cover, one of many such fakes now on the market. That is
a shame, because real witchcraft is a beautiful and amazing thing. The book just isn't worth a dime.

I paid for a book with mediocre spells and very little actual information. I didn't feel like there was
anything to be learned from it. Don't get me wrong, girls like me wouldn't mind having bigger
breasts, but the spell wasn't very well thought out. None of them were, really. I don't think the author
really understands that a lot of the oils required are expensive, and anyone with an IQ equal to their
shoe size could come up with a spell that would not only work better, but also be way more
affordable. The clear skin one was pretty good, but not everything involving beauty or love HAS to
have an apple in it. There are many more examples I can think of, but then, I'd basically be writing
my own book. Compared to books by Cunningham or Aoumiel or Ravenwolf, this is just.... meh.

With multiple misspellings in the first few pages, I will not even read the rest of it. "poor" was written
instead of "pour", "sliver" was written instead of "silver". I'm sorry for whoever paid money for this
book. I am familiar with many different kinds of spells, and this book is so simplistic it seems like it
belongs on a bad Wiccan website.

this is a great beginning book for independent eclectic witches and chaos magicians, I personally
like creating my own spells, and this gave me ideas for some very good spells, rituals, and chants. I
enjoyed it very much...and I believe others will too. :)

This is a nice little book of simple spells(?). The book has lots of potential, but as other reviewers
out there have stated, it's more a book of meditations/visualizations than a "spell" book. I got this
book through Kindle Unlimited, and I have to say that for free it's okay, but if I'd paid more money for
it I would probably be upset. It's short on spells and background information.Most of the ingredients
are easily obtained and the ritual chants are charming (although they could use some rhyming help),
but I found the abundance of spelling and grammatical errors to be quite distracting. It really is
evident that this is a self published author who must not have had an editor to help him/her! It
needs, in my opinion, to be fleshed out with lots more background information. I agree that the

rituals/visualizations are not very well described or thought out either. Step by step directions are
hard to write and the author misses some key information... for example, the Desirability Spell -- the
instructions say to "blow out the candle" but never told the reader when to light it! Did the author
really work this spell, or did they simply cut and paste it off the internet? Some personal reflections
on how each spell could be used would be really a nice touch and lend authenticity to the work.I do
intend to try some of the spells, as they are similar in nature to others I've used. It would have been
nice if the author had elaborated on his/her background in magick and some provenance of where
the spells came from and how these spells were "handed down". That information would lend
credibility, interest, and set this book apart from some of the other ones out there.Hopefully the
author/publisher will edit this book and get a better cover. If I can help, I'd be happy to oblige as an
amateur editor and professional illustrator. Or maybe I'll just write my own book ;)

It's exactly what I am looking for. I really enjoy it. Thanks a lot.Definitely recommend to anyone
especially starter

Very basic........ very basic and for the hype about it, it's really not "all That" if you know what I
mean. When the price raises to 8.00, I would'nt buy it- the .99 cents, it was worth.

I liked this book but it seems so general. I had no idea that witchcraft was used so much for
personal beauty, the breast enlargement spell is too much, did a male witch write this?
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